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THE EFFECTS OF LOWSU~ TEMPERATURES AND 

ENGI NE STARTDiG ON PISTON RING WEAR 

nrl'RODUC'l'ION 

The primary factor hich governs the useful life of 

an internal combustion engine is wear. In turn, the rate 

at which wear occurs in an engine is dependent on the 

e f fectiveness of lubrication. As engine design progresses 

toward higher power ratings and better efficiencies, lu

brication problems become i ncreasingly acute. In keeping 

with the recent pace in engine design, the activity in 

lubrication research has been accelerated considerably in 

the last few years. 

The most satisfactory test of a lubricant lies in 

the measurement of the rate at vJhich metal is removed from 

the critical surfaces of an engine due to wear. Results 

of such tests are more informative when actual service 

conditions are duplicated . Preliminary i nvestigations are 

usually carried out on a laboratory scale. If f urther in

formation is required field tests, sometimes involving 

fleets of automobiles and trucks, are performed . 

It has been estimated that 85 per cent of the eng ine 

overhauls performed are necessitated by wear on piston 

rings and cylinder walls (16, p.2). This wear manifests 

itself in four ways: 

(1) Friction, in thich irregularities i n surfaces 

' 
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sliding against each other exert a cutting action 

which tends to level out these irregularities. 

(2) Abrasion, in which an abrasive material is intro

duced between the sliding surfaces. 

(3) Corrosion, in which chemical reactions result in 

the removal of material. 

(4) Scuffing, which is believed to be caused by weld

ing and subsequent tearing off of metal in areas 

where distortion, insufficient oil film, and 

high temperatures occur. 

Through the study of the e ffe cts of operating vari

ables on engine wear rates, the oi l re finer endeavors t ,o 

develop better lubricants. These, in turn, will improve 

engine performance and reduce repair and replacement costs 

f or automobile and truck owners. 



METHODS OF ?.~AR MEASUREME}~ 

There are three basic types of tests used to deter

mine engine wear rates under specific operating conditions 

(15, pp.l-3). The first method involves the direct meas

urement of the dimensions of the particular parts being 

investigated. The measurements are made prior to testing 

and again at the end of the running period. However, the 

duration of such a test will be dictated by the precision 

ith which the dimensions may be determined. Obviously, 

if the maximum precis ion is to 0 . 001 in., the running time 

must be sufficient to produce at least that much wear . 

Cylinder and piston ring wear rates are usually such that 

500 hours or more may be required to produce measur ble 

amounts. Duplication of results is also difficult . Even 

though all affected parts are replaced, slight variations 

in hardness, finish , me chanical fit, and break-in process 

affect the ear rate appreciably . In general, .the dire ct 

measurement method leaves a great deal to be desired with 

respect to time and precision . 

The second method involves the chemical analysis of 

the lubricant for metallic content. As little as 0 .1 part 

of iron per million may be detected by this method, and in 

the range of 5 to 100 parts per million, quantities may be 

measured with an accuracy of 5 to 10 per cent. Tests of 
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50 to 100 hours will usually produce sufficient WGar f or 

measurement. It is not necessary to dismantle the engine 

a f ter each test so me chanical factors such as surface 

finish and break-in have little or no e ffe ct as variables. 

The method also lends itself well to f ield testing . How

ever, there i s one detrimental factor in that there is no 

way of knowing with certainty f rom whi ch part of t he en

gine the i ron was worn . 

The third me t hod was developed about 1940 by the 

Atlantic Refining Company . It consists of a technique for 

measuring engine wear through the use of radioactive 

tr cers (1, pp .l38-140; 11, pp.l- 5; 15, pp. l-2; 19, pp .2

3; 23, pp .1-6; 25, pp .4-39 ). Since this was the method 

employed in the tests condu cted by the au t hor, i t is ap

propriate that a more detailed description be given . 

When an i ron engine part, f or example a piston ring , 

is bomb rded wi t h neutrons in a nuclear reactor, some of 

t he i ron atoms are transformed to the heavier i sotope 

Fe59 , which is radioactive . The number of atoms trans

formed is dependent on t he flux density in t he pile and 

the lengt h of time the ring is subjected to bombardment. 

This relationship is expressed mathematically as: 

specific = 16.4~ IF {l-e-0.693t/Tt) 
activity 

where F • neutron flux per cm2 per sec. 

http:l-e-0.69
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~ =activation cross section in barns . 

A • atomic weight of element . 

t = irradiation time. 

T! • half life of isotope . 

I • isotopic abundance. 

The activation cross section of an element is a me asure of 

its affinity for neutrons. The term (l- e - 0 . 693t/Ti) is 

called the "build- up" fact or. 'l?he build- up of radioactiv

ity is very nearly logarithmic and eventually a point will 

be reached at whieh the rate of activation is equal to the 

rate of decay. This is the tt s aturated act1vityt1 of the 

element for the particular value of neutron flux involved. 

For practical purposes irradiation f or about 5 half- lives 

is used where maximum activation is required. In this 

time the radioactivity has reached about 99 per cent ot 

the saturation level . Fe59 has a half- life of 46 . 3 days . 

Piston rings for use in engine wear tests are usually 

irradiated f or 30 days {Oak Ridge reactor), so their ac

tivity, upon removal from the reactor, is a little over 

one third the saturated activity. Such a ring contains 

about one atom of Fe59 per billion stable atoms. 

I~~ediately upon removal from the pile the activity 

of the ring begins to decrease due to decay. In 46 . 3 days 

the specific activity is one - half the value it was when 

irradiation ceased . By multiplying the maximum activity 
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by the decay factor, e-0.693t/Ti, where t in this case is 

the time since removal from the pile, the activity level 

at any later time may be determined. It is i mportant that 

decay be considered when making comparative wear-rate 

tests. 

With the radioactive ring installed, the engine is 

then run under t he desired conditions. Particles of iron 

worn from the ring are carried to the engine sump by t he 

lubricating oil. By measuring the activity level of the 

contaminated oil, t he wear rate may be determined, since 

the activity is directly proportional to t he number of 

Fa59 atoms present. 

Por the measurement of activity, extremely sensitive 

devices have been developed. The one most commonly used 

in wear testing is t he Geiger tube. This tube has a high 

voltage impressed across it and the ionization of the gas 

within t he tube, caused by beta and gamma radiation, trig

gers a dis charge vhich registers on a radiation sealer as 

a "count". The counts per minute (CPM) are, then, propor

tional to the amount of radioactive material present. 

If a sample of oil from the engine sump is drawn and 

a Geiger tube is immersed in this sample, the activity 

level registered may be compared with the value obtained 

with a sample containing a kno n amount of irradiated iron. 

In this way quantitative measurement may be obtained. The 
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extreme sensitivity enables accurate measurement of a.s 

little as 10 micrograms of iron (1, p.l38} . 

In many investigations relative wear rates are suffi

cient. In other words, the change in wear rate, produced 

by changes in certain running conditions, is the inform

ation sought . In such cases it is more convenient to ob

tain activity measurements by continuously circulating the 

oil through a sensing well containing a Geiger tube. 

The radioactive tracer method not only allows test

ing time to be reduced to 6 to 10 hours per run, but also 

permits the variation of r unning conditions at any time 

during the test. The introduction of this method f or wear 

testing has opened up an extensive field for research. 

Oil companies and engine manufacturers have intensified 

t heir research considerably, but an i~~ense amount of work 

remains to be done. 
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PISTON RING WEAR 

The most critical wear conditions in an internal 

combustion engine usually occur in the cylinders . A small 

amount of wear causes oil consumption to increase, fouling 

of plugs, contamination of crankcase oil, and loss of power. 

Lubrication of cylinders is complicated by the very nature 

of the processes occurring within them . The maintenance of 

an oil film in the upper part of the cylinder i s deterred by 

combustion and the accompanying high temperatures and pres

s ures. Abrasives onter the system as dust in the intako 

air and deposits which have. broken looso from combustion 

chamber surfaces. Acids formed from combustion products 

in a cold engine and the halogen compounds often used in 

leaded fuels are corrosive. The starting of a cold engine 

is often accompanied by the introduction of raw fuel whiel:l 

dilutes the oil on the cylinder walls and piston rings. 

These are just a few of the factors whi ch make the total 

elimination of wear an impossibility. 

By testing engines for wear under various operating 

conditions, the types of oil giving the best lubrication 

for given service conditions may be determined. Further

more , the . weaknes ses of fuels and lubricants are pointed 

out to the refiner in his work to produce better products. 
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OBJECTIVES OF TES'l'S 

Theories concerning engine warm-up procedure are 

many and varied. Some maintain that initial warm-up is 

not important as lone as enough t1Lle is allo ed or oil to 

reach all parts oi' the engine and loads are kept low until 

the engine reaches its normal opera-ting temperature. 

Others advocate a no-load warm-up until the water temper

gauge indicates that cylinder walls are up to normal oper

ating temperatures (about 1800p ater temperature ). Still 

others believe oil sump temperatures of about 140~ should 

be reached before loading an engine. 

The purpose of the first series of tests uas to de 

ter~ine the effect of sump temperature on piston ring 

wear . Originally it was intended to include temperatures 

as lo as 35°F , ho ever, due to the lack of refrigerating 

equipment capable of maintaining low temperatures, it was 

decided to vary temperatures from about 60"F to 180°F. 

The test was designed to show not only the variation of 

wear with sump temperature, but also the optimum sump 

temperature for the particular engine tested. 

The purpose of' the second series of tests was to 

determine the wear rates under the conditions prevalent 

1n the operation of automobiles . These tests simulated: 

1 . Start and stop driving, as might be 
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encountered in delivery vehicles . 

2. Short drives with long lay- over peri

ods, typical of operation to and from 

work . 

s . Light loading with short warm- up , aa 

would be the caso where the operator 

avoided rapid acceleration and lugging 

of a cold engine. 
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DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 

The engine on which the tests were performed was a 

Lauson, 2-5/8 in. by 2·3/4 in., s ingle cylinder, four 

stroke cycle, type H-2 Oil Test engine rated at, 4 .3 hp at 

2400 rpm (f i g. 1}. A 3 phase, 60 cycle, 220 volt elec.tric 

motor, rated at 3 hp , ~as us ed for starting and loading 

the engine . 

Fig . l Engine test stand ith sensing well . 
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Drive was through triple V-belts with a l to 1 pulley t•atio. 

By ove r speeding the motor (over 1800 rpm) it behaved as an 

induction generator and thus loaded the engine. Generated 

power was fed ·back into the 220 volt service lines through 

a watt- hour meter. Engine output was determined by timing 

the speed of rotation of the meter disc . The speed of the 

engine was controlled by a governor which was connected to 

the throttle. I+'uel was supplied from a f ive gallon grav

ity tank. 

The engine was equipped ith a reflux condenser for 

cooling . Jacket temperatures did not vary more 'than 1°F 

once the eng ine was warmed up, since the r eflux system 

maintained the coolant in the reservoir at its b oiling 

point . Vater was used as the jacket coolant and city 

water was circulated through the condenser coils. L~rcury

in-glass well thermometers indicated jacket water temper

atures at b oth inlet and outlet. 

A 110 volt electric heater, controlled by Power-

stat transformer, was located in the engine base for heat

ing the lubricating oil. The oil was circulated through 

the sensing ell by a gear pump driven by a 110 volt, l/4 

hp motor. Suction aas taken at a point above the bottom 

of the sump to prevent the oil level from dropping too low 

while the pump Vias running . A mercury-1-r.- glnsa well ther

mometer, located in the suction line near the engine, 
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indicated sump temperature. A heat exchanger for cooling 

the oil was installed in the return line between the sens

ing well and the engine. Piping for the cooling ater was 

arranged so that city water could be either chilled or 

used directly. The chilled water line contained a copper 

coil which was i mmersed in an ice bath . Cooling water 

temperature was measured by a mercury-in-glass thermometer 

installed in the inlet side of the heat exchanger. Water 

flow rates were measured on parallel-connected Fischer

Porter rotameters. 

Iron-constantan thermocouples were installed on the 

suction and return oil lines near the engine and on the 

water inlet of the oil cooler. These, together ith 

another thermocouple for measuring room temperature, were 

connected to e. four-stat ion Brown "Electronic" Potenti

ometer recorder. The sensing "l. ell consisted of a cylin• 

drical chamber with an immersion type Geiger tube inserted 

through an o1l•t1ght gland. The chamber was enclosed 

within an outer cylinder of lead, one inch thick, to pre

vent stray radiation from affecting the counting . To 

further prevent background effects, a six-inch wall of 

interlocking lead bricks as placed between the engine and 

the sensing well. 

An RCL Mk 13 Mod 1 Scaler was used to supply high 

voltage to the Geiger tube and record radiation counts. 
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Fig. 2. Control panel and radiation 
counting components 

The scaler had been modified so the sec ond, fourth, and 

eighth counting stages fed into a Traoerlab Ratemeter . 

The millivolt outp t of the ratemeter was taken to a 

Brown Continuous Ba.l .ance Potentiometer recorder. In this 

way the activity level of the oil was continuously record

ed on a chart. 
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SAFETY MEASURES 

The currently accepted maximum permissible dosage of 

radiation is 7.5 milliroentgens per hour for an 8 hour day 

and 5 day week, or a total o!' 300 milliroentgens per week 

(3, pp.56-57). The only times the daily maximum of 60 

milliroentgens was approached was during installation of 

the rings and when repair work necessitated removal of the 

cylinder head . 

The rings were shipped from Oak Ridge National 

Lab oratory in an approved lead container. Calculation 

indicated the maximum daily dosage would be received in 

ll min . if the rings were at a distance of l ft . from the 

unshielded body. The total elapsed time, from removal of 

the rings from the shipping container to completion of in

stallation, was about 6 min . For installation, the piston 

was held in a clamping device in front of which a 2 in. 

t hick barrier of lead bricks was erected for a body shield. 

The tongs, ring expander, and ring compressor were fit ted 

with extension handles about 1 ft. long . When the engine 

was reassembled a survey showed the-radiation intensity to 

be 7.5 m1111roentgens per hour at a distance of about 8 in. 

from the engine . 

Dur·ing the conduct of the work every effort was made 

to observe recommended precautions and handling techniques 
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to eliminate danger to personnel. Contaminated oil and 

oily rags 1iere kept in covered metal containers . Rubber 

gloves were worn whenever contaminated materials were 

handled. Pocket ionization chambers were worn while in 

the laboratory. A Victoreen minometer was used to charge 

these and read the amount of radiation dosage. An RCL 

Mark 11 Model 10 Portable Geiger Counter· was used to exam

ine tools, rags, gloves, hands , etc. for contamination. 

A Traeerlab SU• lF Portable Radiation Survey Meter was used 

regularly to measure the level of radiation in the working 

Contaminated solids were removed from the exhaust 

gases by a muffler and from crankcase gases by a trap in 

the breather line . Surveys were made from time to time t o 

assure that no contaminated gases were being discharged t o 

the atmosphere . 
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TESTING PROCEDURE 

When installation of the rings and reassembly of the 

engine were ao~~leted, a wear-in run wa s made. Previous 

tests on the engine indicated about eight hours would be 

required to properly seat the rings. SAE 10 oil and auto

motive ethyl gasoline were used. The engine was run at 

1800 rpm under no load f'or seven and one-half hours and 

then a third load v1as applied for the remaining half-hour 

by increasing speed to 1815 rpm. Oil temperature was 

allowed to increase naturally to its normal operating value 

of about 13Q0p. Readings of' the sealer and x•atemeter were 

taken every twenty minutes to check their operation. 

Throughout the testing a change from one type of oil 

to another was accompanied by flushing for one hour at no 

load. A regular commercial flushing oil was used. The 

engine was allowed to drain overnight before refilling. 

The amount of oil required f or th& crankcase and sensing 

ell (&} quarts) was measured with a graduate as the system 

was filled. The amount drained was similarly measured to 

check consumption. At no time during the testing was the 

difference enough to be significant. Each group of tests 

were run on both SAE 20 and SAE 10-30 oil of the s ame 

brand. 

In the first series of tests only the sump 
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temperatures were varied. Load was held constant at two

thirds, speed at 1850 rpm, jacket temperature at 212~, 

timing at 23°BTDC, and air- fuel ratio at 13 to 1. Auto

motive ethyl gasoline was used for fuel . Runs of: ten 

hours duration were made with the sump temperature at 

soor, 900F, 120°F, 1500p , and lB00p. These temperatures 

were controlled by adjusting the rate of f'low of water in 

the oil cooler or the current to the electric sump heater, 

depending on which was required. The engine was started 

two hours prior to the testing period in order to estab

lish equilibrium conditions . During the test, readings 

of engine speed, power output, scaler counts, and the 

temperatures of oil, jacket water, oil cooler circulating 

water, and ambient air were taken every twenty minutes . 

In the second series of tests, here driving con

ditions were s~ulated, the procedure was quite different . 

Again tests were performed using both SAE 20 and SAE 10

30 oil. One-half hour prior to the starting of a run the 

radiation counting instruments and oil circulating pump 

were started . This was dona in order to mini mize the 

e f fects of settled particles on the count rate. The 

engine was then started and allowed to warm up f or two 

minutes before applying the load. In all cases the oil 

was allowed t o war m up naturally . The controlled vari

ables were the lengths of the running and lay- over 
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periods. Where lay-over periods were ten minutes the 

record4;lrs and oil pump vere not turned off. For longer 

periods the pump was started one-half hour prior to start

ing the engine and the recorders were started and stopped 

1 t h the engine . 

Reference runs were made at one-third load to deter

mine the wear rate under continuous running conditions. 

These were designated as "type A" runs. Similar tests at 

two-thirds load were called "type B" runs. In both types 

readings were taken at intervals of ten minutes f or eight 

hours . 

In the start and stop runs, simulating conditions 

under whi ch delivery vehicles operate, the running periods 

were thirty minutes and lay-over between these was ten 

minutes. These were designated t'type en and "type D" with 

loads of one-third and two-thirds respectively. Instru

ments were read every f ive minutes and the duration of the 

tests was six hours. 

11 Type E" r un&, designed to simulate driving to and 

from work, were at one-third load. They consisted of 

morning and evening runs of thirty minu.tes duration for 

five consecutive days. Here too, readings were taken 

every f ive minutes while operat ing . 
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RESULTS 

A section of the chart trace for the wear-in run 

showing high starting wear is reproduced in Fig . 6. The 

results of the series of tests in which sump temperatures 

were varied are shown graphically in Fig. 4 and in tabular 

form in Table I. Although the differences in wear rates 

at various temperatures were not great , the tests did show 

a definite trend. The lowest rates (4.34 CPM/hr for SAE 

20 and 2 .74 CPM/hr for SAE 10-30) were obtained when the 

sump temperature was 150°F. Wear rates increased at temp

eratures both above and below that value. In all the 

tests in the series tho wear rate was greater when SAE 20 

oil was used than with SAE 10-30. Data from the runs at 

600F was inconclusive due to inability to maintain the 

sump temperature constant. The important point is that 

the effect of varying sump temperatures was sliGht. 

The results o:t' the aeries of tests in which driving 

conditions were simulated are shown graphically in Fig. 5 

and in tabular f orm in Table II. Sections of the charts 

are reproduced in Figs . 7 through 14. Wear rate values 

for the type B reference runs (continuous run at two

thirds load) were taken from the runs at l20°F sump temp

erature in the first series of testa since the average 

sump temperature 1~ type A runs was very nearly 120°F. 
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The data indicated t he wear rate was greatest in the start

stop runs c and D. In the type C runs the wear rate was 

14.67 CPM/hr with SAE 20 oil and 17.25 CPM/hr with SAE 10

30. In all other runs wear rate with SAE 10-30 was less 

than with $AE 20 . In the intermittent, short runs (type E) 

the wear rate was 11.62 OPM/hr with SAE 20 oil and only 

4.75 OPM/hr with SAE 10-30. 

A few tests on an ethylene glycol synthetic oil were 

attempted but were i nconclusive in that indicated wear 

rates were erratic. 
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'fABLE I 

TEST O:f!, EFFEOTS OF LO ~ SUMP TE ERATURES 
ON PISTON RING WEAR 

Lauson Engine , 2/3 load, nethyl" fuel, jacket 212~ 

-o. 693t/T·ll
K • Decay factor =e 

t • Time elapsed since start of tests, days . 

T1 . Half- life of isotope (Fe59 ) • 46 . 3 days. 
2 

=Uncorrected wear rate, CPM/hr.R0 

R : Cor:t'ected wear rate : R0 / K, CP M/hr. 

Sum;':remp SAE 
Oil Grade 

t 
days 

K R 
CPM/ Rr 

R 
CPAVbr 

180 20 0 1.000 4 . 88 4 . 88 
10 30 9 0 . 874 3 . 40 3 . 89 
10 30 14 0 . 811 3.44 4 . 24 
10 30 47 0 . 495 1. 66 3 . 36 

150 20 1 0.985 4 . 28 4 . 34 
10-30 11 0 . 848 2.32 2 . 74 
10 30 15 0.799 2.15 2.69 

120 20 6 0.914 5.49 6 . 00 
10-30 16 0.787 4.13 5 . 25 

90 20 7 0 . 901 7 . 84 8.70 
10 30 19 0.752 5 . 20 6 . 90 
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TABLE II 

PISTON RI NG VIEAR RATES UNDER 
SIMULATED DRIVING CONDITIONS 

Lauson Engine , " regular" fuel, j acke t 212°F 

K • Decay factor • e-0 •693t/Ti 

t =Time elapsed since start of tests, days. 

T! • Half-life of isotope (Fe59) =46.3 days. 

• Uncor rected wear rate, CPM/hr.R0 

R • Corrected wear rate • R0 /K, CPM/hr. 

Test Type A - l/3 load continuous run reference test. 
B - 2/3 load continuous run r e f e r ence test. 
c - 1/3 load stop-start test. 
D - 2/3 load stop-start test. 
E - 1/3 load i ntermittent, short r un test. 

Test SAE t K Ro R 
Type Oil Grade days CPM/hr CPM/hr 

A 20 57 0.427 3.74 8.76 
10-30 73 0.336 2. 80 8.35 

B 20 6 0.914 5.49 6.00 
10-30 16 0.787 4.13 5.25 

c 20 59 0.414 6.06 14.67 
10-30 66 0.373 6.44 17.25 

D 20 60 0.408 7.02 17.21 
10-30 67 0.369 5.52 14.95 

E 20 61-65 0.390 4. 53 11.62 
10-30 68-72 0.351 1.67 4.75 

Note: R f or type B tests must be multiplied by 1. 55 to 
correct for change in recorde r due to alteration 
of ratemeter. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The f irst series of tests indicates that, while sump 

temperature does have an effect on piston ring wear rate, 

the effect is small within the range of 900p to 180<>F. 

The effects of other variables, such as jacket temperature 

and oil viscosity, have been shown to be much greater 

(6, pp .l-4; 12, pp .l-7; 13, pp .29-47; 23, pp .l-6 ). From 

Fi g . 4, however, it may be concluded that a considerable 

deviation from the optimum sump temperature will result in 

significant wear. Within the temperatures investigated, 

the viscosity of the oil was such that splash lubrication 

was not deterred to any extent and the oil presumably 

reached cylinder wall temperature soon after it was depos

ited there. 

The second series of tests indicates that , under 

continuous running, the wear rate ·is only slightly affected. 
by increasing load . This is probably not true when over

loading is involved. Wear rates are considerably increased 

during stop and start running . This is to be expected 

sinee cylinder ~alls cool off and oil drains from the sur

face s while the engine is stopped. The tests indicated the 

wear rate under start-stop conditions was approximately 

twice that under continuous operation. 

The tests als o indicate that , under heavy loads, the 
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SAE 10•30 oil performs bett r than SAE 20. Under light 

load eondi tions the differe ce in the per•formance of the 

two oils i s not so great an , under start-stop conditions, 

the SAE 20 oil may even be 

The magnitude of the in intermittent, s hort 

period running { ~ype E} v1as much less than expected . It i s 

believed that the wear rate under such conditions should 

be higher than for stop-sta t driving since temperatures 

are such that condensation d, consequently, corrosive 

wear would be greater than n stop-start operation. How• 

ever, a comparison of the w ar rates for the two oils used 

in this test show a definit supremacy in SAE 10-30 oil 

where cold starts and short runs are involved. 

It is believed that t e conclusions drawn as a 

result of these tests must e tempered somewhat ty factor s 

which may have introduced ina.ccuraoie.s. Briefly, these 

were as f oll ows: 

(1) Three times during the f irst series of tests 

the engine was dismantled to clean out lead deposits in 

the combustion chamber and carbonaceous deposits on the 

intake valve and its s eat. These deposits caused loss of 

power and an erratic wear rate. At the end of the f irst 

series of tests the valves and valve guides were replaced 

and the seats were ground. Subsequently 0 regularn gas

oline was used lnstead of ethyl. 
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(2) During the second series of tests the ratemeter 

and recorder occasionally failed to indicate the same 

counting rate as the scaler. Inves tigation showed that 

the ratometer was designed for a higher voltage supply 

than it was receiving from the scaler. Incorporation of 

a separate power supply and modification of scale selec

tion gave a higher millivolt output for the recorder. 

The ratemeter and record.er were then recalibrated. 

(3) When the radioactive rings were received they 

had considerably less activity than those received in 

previous shipments. Also , due to the repair work, the 

tests were not completed until eighty-seven days after 

the rings were removed from the pile . This is nearly two 

half-lives. The first half-life had elapsed by the time 

the second series of tests were begun. 

(4) A certain amount or "slugging" of iron parti

cles occurred throughout the tests causing the recorder 

trace to wander . This, plus the inherent breadth of the 

trace, made determination of its overall slope somewhat 

arbitrary. Accuracy of the slope is particularly import

ant in the latter parts of a test because of the greater 

influence of the decay factor. 

http:record.er
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REC OJ.i,1MENDAT I OHS 

The radioactive piston ring method for wear testing 

is a powerful research tool providing it is properly ap

plied and equipment functions satisfactorily. In order 

that future investigators may possibly profit f rom the 

author's experiences, the following recommendations are 

offered: 

(l) It is believed that the "slugging" of iron 

particles could be reduced by taking the suction for the 

counting system from the lowest point in the crankcase . 

There would be no danger of lowering the oil level in the 

s ump if the system were kept full and free fro.m leaks. 

(2) The oil capacity of the system s hould be kept 

at a minimum and the sensing well should be no larger than 

is necessary f or the free passage of oil . 

(3) Some type of dissipative load, such as a 

direct-current generator and resistor bank would be more 

desirable than the three - phase induction generator used in 

these tests. 

(4) The use of modified radiation counting equip

ment should be avoided if possible. 
60{5) A long half-life isotope, auch as Co should 

be used f or calibration of the counting system. A s mall 

quantity of such a material could be mounted on a probe 
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and introduced into the sensing well through a plugged 

hole in the top . This would allow periodic checking of 

the system. 
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